TURN UP THE PRESSURE ON DENSE COIL BEDS

CC-600 – Powerful and Portable
High flow is the way to go for cleaning thick, hard-to-reach coil beds. The CC-600 High Flow CoilPro® is powerful enough to penetrate coil beds up to 8” thick. Whether you’re inside or outdoors, the CC-600 High Flow CoilPro is the preferred choice for heavy-duty coils; it can connect to a water line for continuous flow or draw from two internal 5 gallon tanks for remote or hard-to-reach jobs. The CC-600 applies a thick layer of cleaner through the same custom foaming nozzle featured in our award-winning CC-140 CoilPro. For environmentally friendly, fume-free cleaning, our expanding-foam detergent, CoilShine®, is the only choice. And it’s included with the High Flow CoilPro.

CC-600: CoilPro 115V Coil Cleaner, including 25’ hose, spray gun with 28” flexible crevice tool, four nozzles (foaming, two flat spray and pinpoint), and a 1 gallon bottle of CoilShine. $2,895.00

WET/DRY COIL CLEANING SYSTEM:
The CC-600-KIT combines the CC-600 with our CoilVac® (see page 65) for a complete coil cleaning system.

CC-600-KIT: Same as CC-600 with a CoilVac Dry HEPA Vacuum, CoilVac mounting bracket and tool bin. $3,590.00

COILSHINE: Coil cleaning solution, case of four 1 gallon bottles. $109.50

FEATURES
- 600 PSI at 1.6 GPM
- Integrated 5 gallon water tank and 5 gallon chemical tank
- Control valve to inject chemicals at 6:1 ratio (can be factory adjusted)
- 18” wand and four custom nozzles
- Heavy-duty ergonomic cart with stair glides
- Wide variety of custom attachments
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